Technical Commercial Information

number: 1VCD850090

Division: Power Products
Released from: AP-PM
Date: 2013 November 20
Title: PowerCube PB/F mounting frame modification

Purpose of this technical commercial information is to notify to marketing and sales and to FES latest upgrade of PowerCube PB/F mounting frame.
The below mentioned three upgrades will apply to orders placed from 01/02/2014

1. The following modification will be implemented on the PowerCube PB2/F mounting frame:
PowerCube type PB2/F will extend its performance introducing 40+50kA execution
The total height of PB2/F will be reduced from 1098mm to 1096mm as per the below drawings
2. The base plate of PB1/F, PB2/F and PB4/F will be provided with a ventilation grid.

3. The side frames of PB1/F, PB2/F and PB4/F will be also updated adding new slots (see below picture as an example)

For modification 1 and 2 a dedicated kit will be available on request to increase PB2/F height to previous version and to close the ventilation grid.

The purpose of the modification is to increase the flexibility of use of the mounting frame and to fit new applications.
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